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If your cursor finds a menu item followed by a dash,
and the double-clicking icon puts your window in the trash,
and your data is corrupted cause the index doesn't hash,
then your situation's hopeless and your system's gonna crash!

—Author Unknown
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PREAMBLE

The editors decided to begin this handbook with a "history"
chapter, not because we all like to read history, but because
researchers and practitioners can benefit from a chance to step
back from the bits and bites of the moment to reflect on the
many different ways in which contributions have been and will
continue to be made. Successful innovation is not so much
the result of lucky guesses as it is understanding the need and
the context of what is possible... so thoroughly that a solution
seems obvious.

Some readers will have seen the anonymous e-mail that be-
gins, "If an unnamed [automobile company] had developed
technology like unnamed [software vendors], we would all be
driving cars with the following characteristics":

1. Occasionally, your car would die on the freeway unexpec-
tedly, and you would just accept this, restart and drive on.

2. The oil, water temperature, and alternator warning lights
would be replaced by a single "general car default" warning
light.

3. Occasionally, your car would lock you out and refuse to let
you in until you simultaneously lifted the door handle, turned
the key, and grabbed hold of the radio antenna.

4. Every time [automobile company] introduced a new model,
car buyers would have to learn to drive all over again because
none of the controls would operate in the same manner as
the old car.

5. Etc.

We find these and many other similar net-icisms funny be-
cause on the one hand, they are absurd but on the other, they
contain more than a grain of truth. It is the thesis of this chapter
that, although we have made amazing progress—this handbook
as a whole provides ample evidence of the progress we have
made—in fact, our visions continue to outstrip our capacity to
deliver, and our technology continues to evolve so rapidly that
the symphony of well-orchestrated hardware and software in
seamless support of the user's requirements seems to remain
just out of reach. As Landauer (1995) so skillfully demonstrated,
although computers are supposed to help us solve problems, in
too many instances their interfaces still are the problem.

It is difficult to draw boundaries between the history of com-
puters and the history of human-computer interaction (HCI).
The history of computers and software has set the context in
which the field of HCI has emerged. With this perspective in
mind, this chapter will seek to provide a sense of context for
the field as it exists today, in 2001; introduce a collection of
remarkable and significant visionary developments; provide ref-
erences to the seminal work in the field, with perhaps a little
nostalgia thrown in; and, because the author does not consider
himself a visionary, provide some modest hints at directions for
the future. There is not space to do justice to all these topics. For
those who would like more complete coverage of the history

of HCI than is possible here, fortunately there are a number
of other reviews of the historical developments to which the
reader may refer, such as Association for Computing Machinery
(1986), Baecker and Buxton (1987), Baecker, Grudin, Buxton,
and Greenberg (1995), Carroll (1997), Gaines and Shaw (1986),
Myers (1998), Myers, Hollan, and Cruz (1996), Nickerson and
Landauer (1997), Rheingold (2000), and Shackel (1997, 2000).

No better way to organize this material than chronologically
has emerged. The sections that follow will break the discourse
into reasonably coherent epochs and for each epoch to consider:

• The visions that emerged
• The dominant hardware and software technology
• The important research and/or design methodologies
• The significant application innovations.

1966 AND BEFORE

State-of-the-Art

Throughout the history of HCI there has been a need to distin-
guish the interface requirements for programmers from those
for users. In the period before 1963 or so, there were a great
many constraints. Programmers entered programs by keyboard
or prepared punched cards on special machines; to review and
understand their programs, they read printouts produced on
line printers. The human factors issues for programmers were
how to format the printouts of their programs so they were easy
to read and debug, because the only feedback from running a
batch job was in the form of a rejected batch of cards and/or a
printout of their program with one or more abstruse error mes-
sages. Initial submissions usually had formatting errors, because
the formats were inexorably fixed and the program would not
execute with even one such error. It often took several submis-
sions to get to the point were the first substantive error was
flagged, at which point the execution hung, and further correc-
tion and job resubmission were required to find the next bug.1

Woe-be-unto the programmer who accidentally dropped a deck
of cards and had to reorder them before the next submittal.

The human factors issues for the users were how to prepare
program printouts in a form that they could be read and inter-
preted easily, especially given the constraint of line printers that
could only present alphanumeric characters in a single, often
difficult-to-read font with 80-character lines and limited format-
ting capabilities. The specification of how they were to appear
was a problem for the programmers, of course. In the case of
scientific computing, programmers and users were most often
the same individuals; but, for accounting departments, commu-
nication between users and programmers was even rarer than
it is today. In 1971, Gerald Weinberg published the first book
documenting the problems of programmers and users, and de-
scribing the research under way to solve them. It took a strongly
user-oriented perspective (Weinberg, 1971).

1Grace Murray Hopper (1906-1992) is credited with coining the term, "bug," when she discovered an error in the Harvard Mark II output was
attributable to a moth that had infiltrated a set of relay contacts in the computer (Dickason, 2001).
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Initially, programs were written exclusively in machine lan-
guage until compilers and higher level programming languages,
such as COBOL (Common Business Oriented Language) and
FORTRAN, were developed. The COBOL language was designed
to use English statements and be self-documenting. It was specif-
ically intended for business and accounting, and was first intro-
duced in I960. Grace Hopper created FLOWMATIC, its imme-
diate predecessor, and is considered the "mother" of COBOL
(LegacyJ Corp., 2001). FORTRAN, on the other hand was devel-
oped specifically for the programmer/scientist at IBM and was
first announced in 1957 for the IBM 704. FORTRAN made it
possible to code very sophisticated mathematical models and
calculations without resorting to assembly language, but was
somewhat slow to be widely adopted (Wilkes, 1993).

From the point of view of HCI, the most significant develop-
ments of this period were the first visions of what the world of
computing might be like, if only we were not limited to punched
cards and batch processing on monolithic machines. The five
visionaries that stand out during this period were Vannevar
Bush, J. C. R. Licklider, Douglas Englebart, Ivan Sutherland, and
Ted Nelson.

Vannevar Bush

Vannevar Bush was the Director of the Office of Scientific Re-
search and Development and served as an advisor to Presidents
Truman and Roosevelt. At the end of World War II, he wrote
an article for the Atlantic Monthly in which he summarized his
thinking and sought to redirect the attention of scientists from
the instrumentalities of war to the need for improved storage,
management, and access to information, both scientific and oth-
erwise (Bush, 1945).

The summation of human experience is being expanded at a prodigious
rate, and the means we use for threading through the consequent maze
to the momentarily important item is the same as was used in the days
of square-rigged ships. (p. 102)

He carefully documented his vision for the kinds of technol-
ogy that he thought could contribute to the solution of this prob-
lem, including photocell-based electronic cameras mounted on
one's forehead with which to document what was of partic-
ular interest, dry photography, speech recording that could be
time-stamped to synchronize it with the pictures being recorded
by his advanced camera, electronic calculating machines that
could arithmetically and logically manipulate data, and speech-
controlled typewriters. However, his most interesting ideas
were conceptual, relating to the processes of information re-
trieval:

Selection by association, rather than indexing, may yet be mechanized.
One cannot hope thus to equal the speed and flexibility with which the

mind follows an associative trail, but it should be possible to beat the
mind decisively in regard to the permanence and clarity of the items
resurrected from storage. (p. 104)

Thus, Bush was advocating that we should organize and
manipulate information in the same ways we think about it.
He used the term Memex to describe a mechanized, associa-
tively indexed, specialized workstation from which to access
private files and libraries, complete with screens that projected
automatically retrieved microfilm images. Ted Nelson would
later call this nonsequential, associative method of cataloging
"hypertext" (Nelson, 1965).

J. C. R. Licklider

In 1959, J. C. R. Licklider purchased Bolt Beranek and
Newman.2 (BBN)—its first computer. It was a Royal McBee LGP
30. Having been influenced by the MIT Whirlwind computer
and the Lincoln Lab TX-0 and TX-2, it was not an IBM 650, or
even a 704, the dominant machines in use at the time, particu-
larly in accounting departments or scientific laboratories. Lick,
as he was called by anyone who knew him, was not interested
in batch processing and punched cards. He was interested in
how individuals could use computers to support their work.
The LGP-30 received its input by reading a punched paper tape
that was prepared offline by a Flexowriter, a special typewriter
that looked a little like a teletype machine. Although the LGP-
30 cost $25,000, it was a small machine by today's standards.
It had a magnetic drum memory of 8,000 characters and was
coded in a primitive machine language. One full rotation of the
drum took approximately 1 ms, so that if processing speed or
efficiency was of interest, the programmer had to plan the se-
quence of literal memory locations assigned in the program so
that sequential read instructions would not consume extra drum
rotations. The machine was definitely one a single user could
get his or her arms around, but it was marginally useful and
prone to errors, and Lick soon replaced it with Digital Equip-
ment Corporation PDP-1, serial number 1. The PDP-1 was about
the capacity of a Radioshack TRS 80, of 1970s vintage, but was
attractive because it featured a Cathode-Ray Tube display, and
a keyboard, light pen, and paper tape reader as input devices.
Even though it cost more than $ 120,000, it was truly a computer
with which an individual could interact.

The year I960 was also the year Lick published his seminal
paper, "Man-Computer Symbiosis" (Licklider, I960). In it, he
laid out his vision for what HCI could be.

Man-computer symbiosis... will involve very close coupling between
the human and the electronic member of the partnership. The main
aims are 1) to let computers facilitate formulative thinking as they now
facilitate the solution of formulated problems, and 2) to enable men and

2 BBN, originally Bolt Beranek and Newman, is a commercial company that was founded by and named for Richard Bolt, Leo Beranek, and Robert
Newman, three MIT academicians whose specialty was acoustics. In 1994, the name was officially shortened to BBN; in 1997, it was acquired by
GTE and renamed BBN Technologies. As a result of GTE's merger in 2000 with Bell Atlantic, it is now a business unit of Verizon Communications.
Licklider was hired by Leo Beranek because of his interest in psychoacoustics, but, as will become evident, his interests were much broader and he
launched BBN into the computer age.
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computers to cooperate in making decisions and controlling complex
situations without inflexible dependence on predetermined programs.
In the anticipated symbiotic partnership, men will set the goals, formu-
late the hypotheses, determine the criteria and perform the evaluations.
Computing machines will do the routinizable work that must be done
to prepare the way for insights and decisions in technical and scientific
thinking. (Licklider, I960, Summary, p. 4)

Lick wanted to think of computers as aids to human think-
ing, not as monolithic, number-crunching machines. He laid out
the technological advances required to achieve these goals—
developments in:

1. Computer time-sharing, because use of one machine for one
knowledge worker was not, at the time, cost-effective.

2. Hardware memory requirements, because he foresaw the
need for the user to have access to large quantities of data
and reference material, a virtual library at one's fingertips.

3. Memory organization, because serial search through sequen-
tially organized databases was too time-consuming and inef-
ficient.

4. Programming languages, because of the extreme mismatch
between languages the computer could understand and
those the human could understand.

5. Input-output equipment, because he envisioned the time
when input and output should match the "flexibility and
convenience of the pencil and doodle pad or the chalk and
blackboard" (Licklider, I960).

In this vein, he also discussed the then-current state of speech
recognition technology (claimed to be 98% correct recognition
of decimal digits at Bell Laboratories and MIT Lincoln Labs.) and
the need for computer-posted wall displays. He was well aware
of the fledgling state of artificial intelligence (AI) research. He
cited an Air Force study group conclusion that it would be at
least 1980, that is 20 years hence, before developments in AI
would make it possible for machines alone to do much thinking
or problem-solving of military significance. To that, Lick added,

That would leave, say, five years to develop man-computer symbiosis and
15 years to use it. The 15 may be 10 or 500, but those years should be
intellectually the most creative and exciting in the history of mankind.

In 1962, Lick became the Director of the Information Pro-
cessing Techniques Office at the Advanced Research Projects
Agency (ARPA) of the Department of Defense and actually
served during two periods of time; 1962-1964 and 1974-1975.
In that role, he developed a far-reaching program of contract
research in all of the elements required to achieve his vision.
By 1963, that vision had broadened to include the concept of
computer networking and the Internet. In a memo in 1963 to
his ARPA research community, addressed as "the members and
affiliates of the Intergelactic Computer Network," he outlined an
important piece of his strategy—to connect all the community's
computers and time-sharing systems into a single computer net-
work spanning the continent. Then, in 1965, in a book entitled
Libraries of the Future (Licklider, 1965), he expanded on this
idea:

The concept of a "desk" may have changed from passive to active: a desk
may be primarily a display-and-control station in a telecommunication-
telecomputation system and its most vital part may be the cable
("umbilical cord") that connects it, via a wall socket, into the precogni-
tive utility net. (Licklider, 1965, p. 33)

Lick passed away in 1990 at age 75. Today, he is widely cred-
ited with having been the first to have a vision of computer
networking and the Internet. For a comprehensive record of
Lick's Contributions see Waldrop (2001).

Douglas Englebart

One of the key contributors to the ARPA program that Lick
originated was Douglas Englebart. In 1950, Englebart began to
shape his vision for what became his life's work—augmenting
human intellect. The first version in the open literature was
published in 1963 (Englebart, 1963).

By "augmenting human intellect" we mean increasing the capability of a
man to approach a complex problem situation, to gain comprehension
to suit his particular needs, and to derive solutions to problems We
do not speak of isolated clever tricks that help in particular situations.
We refer to a way of life in an integrated domain where hunches, cut-
and-try, intangibles, and the human "feel for a situation" usefully co-
exist with powerful concepts, streamlined terminology and notation,
sophisticated methods, and high-powered electronic aids. (Englebart,
1963, p. 1)

This is a clear statement of his vision; however, there is much
more to say about Englebart's accomplishments. In 1965, Bob
Taylor took over for Ivan Sutherland as Director of the Informa-
tion Processing Techniques at ARPA and substantially increased
Englebart's funding over that supplied by Air Force Office of
Scientific Research. With the improved support, Englebart cre-
ated the Augmentation Research Center at the Stanford Research
Institute.

In 4 years, he made giant steps toward implementing his
vision for a computer-supported environment for accomplish-
ing intellectual work. Just as Lick had conceived of comput-
ers supporting an individual knowledge worker, Englebart sur-
rounded the user with cathode-ray tube displays and a variety
of experimental input–output devices beyond a keyboard. He
wrote software for his ARPA-supplied, time-sharing computers
that transformed them into a visionary prototype system for the
support of intellectual collaboration called NLS, a somewhat
forced acronym for oNLine System. He is credited with invent-
ing the mouse, but in addition to the mouse and a standard key-
board, the environment included a five-key control box used
to control information presentation. At the heart of NLS was a
hierarchical information management capability that could deal
with text, diagrams, pictures, even video conference imagery,
could manipulate these objects symbolically, and display them
in "windows" laid out on the multiple screens. He thought of
text and pictures in hypertext terms. NLS could outline, expand,
collapse, reorganize, and link paragraphs, illustrations, and sec-
tions hierarchically.
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In the most dramatic computer demonstration of the 1960s,
some would say the most dramatic ever, at the Fall Joint Com-
puter Conference in 1968 in San Francisco, Englebart assembled
all his gear on the stage. The tangle of equipment required to
carry all this off might be characterized as kluggy, but the reader
must appreciate the state of the early time-shared computers and
displays he had to work with. He was using character generators
and analog vector graphics, combined with television imagery
in standard raster-scan formats. He piped the TV imagery from
his Stanford laboratory and achieved switching among various
hierarchical representations of these artifacts reasonably easily
using his mouse and control box. He presented the results of 4
years work in 90 minutes to a large crowd who appreciatively
gave him a standing ovation (Rheingold, 2000).

Englebart's most lasting contributions were the mouse, his
working hypertext system as a part of NLS, and the vision for a
personal workstation that can legitimately be thought of as one
of the sources of ideas for the personal computer. He has con-
tinued his mission in life to provide computer support to the
human intellect, but never with the funding and momentum of
the NLS project. In 1989, he and his daughter, Christine, formed
the Bootstrap Institute that continues to elaborate hypertext
concepts well beyond what is found in current internet applica-
tions, and to consult with industry about how they can increase
the efficiency and productivity of their knowledge workers.

Ted Nelson

The history of hypertext would not be complete without men-
tion of the guru who invented the term, and typifies the 1960s
and 1970s generation of hackers, Ted Nelson.

Let me introduce the word hypertext to mean a body of written or
pictorial material interconnected in such a way that it could not conve-
niently be presented or reproduced on paper. It may contain summaries,
or maps, of its contents and their interrelations: it may contain anno-
tations, additions and footnotes from scholars who have examined it.
Let me suggest that such an object and system, properly designed and
administered, could have great potential for education, increasing the
student's range of choice, his sense of freedom, his motivation and his
intellectual grasp. (Nelson, 1965)

Nelson writes copiously, with great vision, at times irrev-
erently, but with great humanity, continuing to elaborate and
refine his vision for international connectedness through hyper-
text (Nelson, 1965, 1973, 1974a, 1974b, 1981). He also tried,
for more than 30 years, to create an uncompromised implemen-
tation of his vision, Xanadu. Although it never coalesced beyond
beta versions, it has spawned a number of creative contributors
to the field and served to focus Nelson's innovative thinking
about hypertext.

Ivan Sutherland

While Licklider was talking and writing, Ivan Sutherland was
producing code to describe his own visions. His MIT PhD the-
sis, Sketchpad, captured the attention of the fledgling computer

science world immediately (Sutherland, 1963). The Sketchpad
system not only opened the door to computer-aided design sys-
tems, but also became the basis for many of the graphics con-
struction and editing capabilities that are commonplace today.
Baecker and Buxton (1987) provide a nice summary of the far-
reaching visions his code demonstrated:

1. The concept of a hierarchic structure to a computer-
represented picture.

2. The concept of a master drawing and its instances, a forerun-
ner of object-oriented programming.

3. The use of the method of constraints to specify the details of
drawing geometry.

4. The ability to display and manipulate iconic representations
of constraints.

5. The ability to copy, as well as "instance" both pictures and
constraints.

6. Some elegant techniques for drawing construction using a
light pen.

7. Separation of the coordinate system in which a drawing is
defined from that on which it is displayed, permitting inter-
active three-dimensional manipulation of the drawing as an
object, and recursive operations, such as move and delete,
applied to hierarchically defined drawings.

The author personally remembers a remarkable early video from
the project showing interactive rotation of three-dimensional
objects.

It should be mentioned in passing on to the next epoch that
the single-user features of the PDP-1 inevitably led to the devel-
opment of the first computer game, Space War. It consisted of
little more than missile-firing space vehicles with unidirectional
thrusters in the inertial environment of space impacted only
by the gravity of the sun. By orienting the vehicle and specify-
ing the amount of thrust to be applied, each player moved about
the screen and attempted to fire deadly missiles at each other.
It started out as an MIT hack in the early 1960s, but was widely
distributed to any organization that had the appropriate hard-
ware. Little did the developers expect that such games would
spawn a thriving industry.

1967-1977

State-of-the-Art

The period beginning in the late 1960s marked the end of the era
of small independent machines and introduced the era of time-
shared computing resources. With the impetus from Licklider
and others, software and hardware infrastructures were intro-
duced to make it possible to swap several individuals' programs
and memory allocations between relatively fast magnetic core
memory and relatively slow but much larger memory recorded
on a magnetic drum so quickly that, when the machine was
lightly loaded, users were barely aware that they did not have
the full resources of the machine at their command. However,
under heavy use, the machine began spending more time swap-
ping users' work in and out than it did getting the actual users'
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processing accomplished. The users began experiencing sig-
nificant lags between when they typed and when the result
appeared on their screen. This led to a flurry of HCI activity
characterizing the taxonomy of system-induced time delays and
research on how time delays affected user behavior. The sem-
inal taxonomic paper, which also suggested acceptable delays
for various conditions, was Miller (1968). Recently, it has seen a
revival of interest directed toward web-based quality of service
issues (Sears & Jocko, 2000). An example of the early user-delay
interaction research is Morfield, Wiesen, Grossberg, and Yntema
(1969).

Soon, geographically dispersed organizations with a frequent
requirement for transaction processing, such as the insurance in-
dustry, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the Social Security
Administration, and other government organizations, became
interested in taking advantage of time-sharing to implement
"interactive" online transaction processing in the field and to
connect their diverse locations to their central records reposi-
tories. The path was via leased telephone lines, through a series
of regional data concentrators, and then to the central database
machines. Only a few such systems were actually implemented.
"Interactive" is in quotes because, by today's standards, there
were usually substantial delays before a reply to an interactive
query was received, and usually the central databases them-
selves were only updated overnight. These constraints launched
the concept of the "screen" of information. The remotely con-
nected systems, using a store-and-forward paradigm, would ac-
cumulate a "screen" or page of information and then transmit
it to the central system via the concentrator. The concentrator
would then download a new form or "screen" and set it up
for response from the remote terminal. Initially, only the most
advanced systems offered full duplex interaction, that is, interac-
tion in which each ASCII character was transmitted and echoed
by the host machine or concentrator as it is typed, rather than
transmitted a line at a time or a "screen" at a time.

Human-Computer Interaction and Screen Design

In those days, HCI design was conceptually much easier than
today, because the interface was defined anew for each appli-
cation and was limited to a countable set of "screens" having a
well-defined sequentially-branching structure. This was the state
of HCI through much of the 1970s. Nevertheless, this stage of
user requirements development, where the emphasis was on de-
ciding what a user would want to see and what a user needed
to type, led to much confusion and user frustration that was
only occasionally addressed directly by usability studies. Martin
(1973) and Galitz (1981) document the state-of-the-art of inter-
face design during this time period.

Interactive Programming

Even more significant from the point of view of programmers'
HCI was the development of interactive programming that re-
placed punched cards and seriously reduced the requirement for
and the pain of batch compiling and code execution. Although

programmers were already writing code at time-sharing con-
soles, the introduction of incremental compilers, infrastructure
for writing programs in which each program statement was as-
sembled incrementally, able to be verified in small sections and
built up incrementally into a full application, made the process
much more interactive and signaled the final end to the tedium
and inefficiency of punched cards and batch program submis-
sions. The first such programming language was JOSS, created
at the RAND Corp. in the early 1960s (Marks & Armerding,
1967), but it was soon followed by Kemeny and Kurtz's BASIC
(Kemeny & Kurtz, 1966) and BBN's TELCOMP (Myer, 1967).

Although it is hard to imagine today, the groups funding pro-
gramming, in both commercial and government organizations,
were skeptical at first that it was actually more cost-effective to
program interactively than to use the batch systems. Since, it
was argued, programmers sitting at interactive consoles would
waste time trying different things, and the time delays of the
then-current timesharing systems would inhibit timely results.
Since, eventually, the entire program had to be tested as a whole
anyway, why would it be more cost-effective to program inter-
actively? Several HCI researchers were funded to evaluate the
relative cost-effectiveness of the two approaches, for example,
Gold (1969), Grant and Sackman (1967), and Sackman (1970).

As it turned out, the adoption of online programming tech-
niques, most of which used incremental compilers, made
punched cards and traditional batch submissions obsolete, re-
gardless of the outcome of the experiments. In the 1970s,
the first programming environments, such as INTERLISP and
Smalltalk, were introduced. They included a whole range of
programming support from integrated editors and debugging
routines to property inheritance that supported the reuse of
selective code segments. Following these developments, there
was no longer even an argument that could be made supporting
the batch mode of operation.

Human Factors Engineering

A brief diversion is needed to introduce the role of human fac-
tors engineering into this discussion. During the first half of the
20th century, the fields of industrial engineering and psychology
both became involved in issues of engineering design to take
account of human performance capacities and limitations. In-
dustrial engineering came to it by way of Frederick W. Taylor's
views of "scientific management" and time and motion study
in industrial settings (Taylor, 1911). Psychology came to it by
way of their involvement in personnel selection, training, and
eventually design of military systems. The psychologists who
entered this field, sometimes referred to as Engineering Psy-
chologists, were interested in design to accommodate cognitive
or intellectual capacities and limitations, as well as perceptual-
motor skills. The Human Factors Society of America (now the
Human Factors and Ergonomics Society) was founded in 1957
and had about 600 members by I960 (5,000 members today).
Because this group had always been interested in the design of
systems to take account of their human users, it is only natural
that they would become involved with the design of comput-
ers, software, and HCI more generally as the field emerged. In
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fact, through the early 1970s, this group played the dominant
role in introducing the concepts of cognitive psychology and
psychological methodology into the design and evaluation of
human-computer systems.

The notion that to begin man-machine system (sic) design,
the engineer had to understand the tasks the system was re-
quired to perform, the context in which those tasks were re-
quired, and to make explicit the assignment of functions to var-
ious system components, including humans, was fundamental
to the development of systems involving humans and machines.
Furthermore, it became clear quite early that the programming
of computers and the use of computers involved human cog-
nitive and intellectual capacities and limitations that psycholo-
gists might be able to understand. Then, in the 1980s, when it
came time to think seriously about the evaluation of user inter-
faces, the early efforts were based largely on experiment design
methodology derived directly from experimental psychology.
These facts account for the early and continued involvement of
cognitive psychologists in the HCI field.

The first computer company to have a human factors group
was IBM in their Federal Systems Division supporting military
systems development during World War II. By 1956, there was
a group in computer research at San Jose and soon thereafter
at Yorktown Heights. However, at that time, IBM was largely a
computer hardware manufacturer, and the research the group
undertook was primarily concerned with factors that would in-
fluence how users would interact with their hardware, through
control panels, keyboards, and hardware displays. It was not
until 1979 that IBM, recognizing its larger role in software as
well as hardware, undertook a serious initiative to build on
human factors efforts already underway in a number of its labs,
and introduced usability concepts and usability laboratories into
its software design and development organizations (R. Hirsh,
2001, personal communication).

Alan Kay and the Palo Alto Research Center Nexus

During the 1970s, Alan Kay was carrying forward the visions
initiated by Licklider, Englebart, and Sutherland. In fact, Kay
got his start in computer science at the University of Utah in
1966 under Donald Evans and Ivan Sutherland. At Utah, he be-
gan dreaming of the idea of the personal computer. His first
realization was embodied in his PhD thesis on the "Reactive
Engine" (Kay, 1969). Also known as the FLEX machine, his soft-
ware was truly innovative. It introduced some of the concepts
of parallel processing, windows, and the message passing that
is the foundation of object-oriented software. Kay was not in-
terested in programming languages to support computation.
He envisioned the computer as a tool for logical simulation and
modeling of conceptual worlds. Accordingly, his object-oriented
approach created structures whose complexity could be built
up incrementally using a language that emphasized symbolic

logic rather than computation. His vision, encouraged by his
belief in Moore's Law,3 was that we should eventually have
a powerful, inexpensive, easy-to-use computer on everyone's
desk.

In 1972, Kay moved from the Stanford AI Lab to join other
innovators at the Xerox Palo Alto Research Center (PARC)—
such as Butler Lampson, Bob Metcalf, Bill Newman, Charles
Simonyi, Bill English, Chuck Thacker, Ed McCreight, Skip Ellis,
and Bob Sproull—seeking to realize the dreams of Licklider and
Englebart. The PARC was created in 1970, initially under the
direction of George Pake (Waldrop, 2001). Here, Kay contin-
ued the evolution of the concepts in FLEX, which by now,
with the collaboration of Adele Goldberg, had morphed into
the Smalltalk programming system. Kay, influenced by the lan-
guage, Simula, together with Goldberg, cast all computation in
Smalltalk in the form of self-contained objects, each with its own
interface, to the world that allowed partitioning into local and
"public" information (S. Card, 2001, personal communication).
As it evolved at PARC, Smalltalk became a programming envi-
ronment in the sense that the programming language and the
supporting software to facilitate development and debugging
were seamlessly interconnected. These innovations, which are
widely emulated today, were a giant step beyond incremental
compilers toward object-oriented programming languages and
interactive support for programmers.

At PARC, a team was developing the ALTO, the first truly
powerful bit-mapped graphics personal machine (Lampson &
Taft, 1979). The ALTO was a box the size of a two-drawer file
cabinet and fit under the desk rather than on it, but it was clearly
a step along the way toward Alan Kay's vision, for which by
this time he had coined the term "Dynabook." It had a 256-kb
core memory and a 2-megabyte removable hard disk required to
support the object-oriented features of Smalltalk and INTERLISP.
PARCers populated their offices with them and interconnected
them through the PARC-developed Ethernet.

Information Processing Theory, GOMS,
and Verbal Protocols

Now for a second digression. One significant stimulus for ad-
vancement in HCI and for the work at PARC came much earlier
and from a somewhat unexpected source. In the early 1970s,
Allan Newell and Herbert Simon began thinking quantitatively
about the possibility of building an information processing the-
ory of human problem solving and, more importantly, the pos-
sibility of embodying that theory in computer simulations of
thought (Newell & Simon, 1972). This work may be considered
to have spawned the whole field of AI, but for our purposes,
it had two other salient impacts. First, to generate their theory,
these authors began having the subjects of their experiments
think aloud as they performed a problem-solving task and the
resulting verbal protocols were considered to be data for their

3Moore's Law: The observation made in 1965 by Gordon Moore, cofounder of Intel, that the number of transistors per square inch on integrated
circuits had doubled every year since the integrated circuit was invented. Moore predicted that this trend would continue for the foreseeable future.
In subsequent years, the pace decreased a bit, but data density has doubled approximately every 18 months, and this is the current definition of
Moore's Law. http://webopedia.internet.eom/TERM/M/MooresJLaw.html
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theories (Ericsson & Simon, 1980). Simon and Newell's use of
think-aloud protocols led HCI researchers to suggest that the
thinking-aloud method could be useful for cognitive-interface
design (Lewis, 1982). In fact, the method has, over the suc-
ceeding years, been widely adopted as an extremely profitable
method for identifying the difficulties a user is having and pin-
pointing the causes of those difficulties and their remedies. (See
Chapter 56, this Handbook.)

Second, in 1971, Allan Newell was consulting at PARC and
proposed a project on applied information-processing psychol-
ogy that would translate into practice some of his ground-
breaking work with Simon. The project was begun in 1974 with
the hiring of Stuart Card and Thomas Moran. Newell continued
as a consultant. It is no wonder that with the generous financial
support of the Xerox Corporation and the culture of the or-
ganization committed to the partnership between humans and
computers that this HCI group became one of the premiere sites
for ground-breaking HCI research.

They set as a goal to create a psychological theory that
would have an influence on the ongoing technological devel-
opments of their colleagues. They thought it might be possible
to use what was known in cognitive and perceptual psychol-
ogy to create predictive models that could influence concep-
tual design and be used during the user interface design cycle
to evaluate alternative designs before they were implemented
(Card, Moran, & Newell, 1980a, 1980b). Their work culminated
in the publication of The Psychology of Human-Computer
Interaction (Card, Moran, & Newell, 1983). Not only did they
develop useful predictive models, the book was also a tour-de-
force that summarized all of the relevant human information
processing literature in the behavioral sciences in the "Model
Human Processor" and elaborated the keystroke model into a
useful engineering application called GOMS (Goals, Objects,
Methods, Selection Rules). It was a significant development that
helped ground this emerging field in the early 1980s.

Human Sciences and Advanced Technology Centre
and the British Community

Meanwhile, also in 1970, in Great Britain, Brian Shackel formed
the Human Sciences and Advanced Technology Centre (HUSAT)
at Loughborough University (Shackel, 1997). Although not ex-
clusively interested in computer-related issues, under his leader-
ship the Centre (now Institute) has played a leading role, along
with T. R. G Green at the Computer-Based Learning Unit at the
University of Leeds and the Applied Psychology Research Unit at
Cambridge, during the tenure of D. E. Broadbent and later Alan
Baddley, in applying the concerns, methods, and knowledge tra-
ditional to the fields of psychology and ergonomics (the term
used in Europe for human factors engineering) to the study of
computer design and use.

Design Guidelines and Style Guides

The period of the early 1970s, when time-shared remote
terminal systems were becoming popular, was also the time

when the first notions that there might be some user-oriented
design principles that could be applied to the design of the
"screens." Hanson is usually credited with the first statement
of "User Engineering Principles" (Hanson, 1971). Hanson was
an engineer at the Argonne National Laboratory who became
interested in making Emily, a text editing system for program-
mers, as well adapted to his users as possible. In the course of
constructing Emily, he derived four top-level principles:

• Know the user
• Minimize memorization
• Optimize operations
• Engineer for errors.

His paper then describes several subtopics designed to accom-
plish these higher level goals. Then, in 1975, Engle and Granda
(1975), at IBM, using a variety of sources, assembled a much
more comprehensive set of guidelines covering the topics:

• Display formats
• Frame content
• Command language
• Recovery procedures
• User entry techniques
• Response time requirements.

The development of guidelines generally evolved into the most
comprehensive set developed by Sid Smith and his colleagues.
His guidelines went through several revisions during the 1970s
and early 1980s, culminating in the final version, Smith and
Mosier (1986). This set of guidelines was so comprehensive that
it was difficult to decide which specific recommendations apply
to particular design requirements and to choose between two
guidelines that in a specific context might suggest conflicting
solutions for the same design detail.

As everyone now accepts, guidelines are limited to recom-
mendations that can be applied without regard to the context
of the specific application. This is a strength in the sense that
they can apply broadly, but a weakness in that they are neces-
sarily watered down to be general and unable to address issues
that are conceptual rather than physically explicit, or that arise
in a specific task context. Today, it is more common to gener-
ate style guides. A style guide usually is developed in reference
to one product or product line for which the guidelines can
be considerably more specific and contextually constrained. It
often provides explicit examples of how the guidelines apply to
the product(s) in question.

A very early style guide, perhaps the first, was developed
by Pew and Rollins for the Department of Agriculture (Pew &
Rollins, 1975; Pew, Rollins, & Williams, 1976). Although the
system was never implemented, the Department was prepar-
ing to place interactive computers in their county field offices
that would be connected to the central office databases in
Washington, DC. They had a cadre of programmers who were
experienced in producing software for batch operations, and
the Department wished to retrain them to develop software
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with which users, county agricultural agents, having no knowl-
edge of how the computers worked, could interact and enter
data as they conducted interviews with their farmer-clients. The
management was concerned that the modules being developed
by different teams needed to look the same to their users, who
would be distributed all over the US. Accordingly, they commis-
sioned the development of a Dialog Specification Procedure. In
addition to providing specifications for what the screens would
look like for different purposes, what terminology would be
used, and how the user would interact with the systems, the
Dialog Specification Procedures provided specific instructions
on how to decide what information was required to be collected
by the user in the field, that is, how to conduct task analyses, and
specific procedures and templates for specifying the design of
the screen layouts for the coders who would be implementing
the programs.

Final 1970s Developments

As the 1970s were winding down, packet-switched networks
were beginning to proliferate, and e-mail over such networks
was just beginning to take hold with users in the research
community. Frankston and Bricklin introduced the spreadsheet
paradigm on an Apple II in the VisiCalc application in 1979
(Stranahan, 1996). It was a significant breakthrough because it
blurred the line between the programmer and the user, making
it possible for moderately sophisticated users to program simple
repetitive mathematical and logical operations and to share the
programs with other users. Finally, the first commercially suc-
cessful video arcade game, PONG, produced by Atari, hit the
market in several versions around 1973 (Winter, 1999).

1978-1988

State-of-the-Art

The beginning of this period ushered in a paradigm shift in
the nature of computer interfaces. The approach to interface
design went from a keyboard-controlled glass teletype running
software having a frame-driven dialog imbedded in the applica-
tion with rigid format and coding constraints to the fundamental
features of the graphic user interface (GUI), well known today.
Stimulated by the demonstrations of NLS, conceptions of the
Dynabook, the Smalltalk object-oriented software programming
environment, together with significant hardware improvements
enabling much higher resolution bit-mapped displays and faster
multiprocess hardware, the era of GUIs began. Bit-map graph-
ics supported selective redisplay of screen images and sophis-
ticated font and icon design. The improved hardware also in-
cluded memory cashe systems that, in turn, supported multiple
window displays.

The Xerox-developed display software, D-Lisp and the
BRAVO text editor, implemented on the ALTO were the first
instantiations (Teitelman, 1977) soon to be incorporated in the
Xerox Star secretarial workstation in 1982 and then, of course,
next in the Apple Lisa in 1983. and in the original Macintosh in

1984 (Bewley, Roberts, Schroit, & Verplank, 1983). No longer
were abstruse command-line formatting instructions required
in word processors, The text could be portrayed in literal page-
layout format and printed without transformation on laser print-
ers, another significant PARC development, so that "What you
see is what you get!" (WYSIWYG). On the basis of quantitative
human factors studies, Englebart's mouse was selected as the
interactive device of choice to supplement the keyboard (Card,
English, & Burr, 1978). The Xerox Star introduced the desktop
metaphor that has become virtually a standard in today's GUIs.
The concept of the Icon, also a Xerox invention, to represent
desktop objects, was more than a simple pictogram. It provided
a visual manifestation of the products of computing that had
mnemonic value and could be buttoned, dragged, and dropped
into other icons representing destinations as a means for carry-
ing out intended actions on them (Bewley et al., 1983).

Perhaps even more importantly, facilitated by the object-
oriented conception of software, the advent of the GUI brought
with it the clean separation of the user interface code from the
application code it was designed to support. Objects essentially
had their own interface and made it possible to hide informa-
tion internally that was not relevent to other objects. The user
interface became a technology to be developed on its own. Ben
Shneiderman coined the term, "Direct Manipulation Interfaces,"
to capture this paradigm shift (Shneiderman, 1983), but the term
GUI has persisted in the literature.

On the one hand, the GUI made the computer much more
accessible to nonprogrammer users who just wanted to do their
work. On the other hand, it increased tremendously the sophis-
tication of the things that a nonprogrammer user might want
to do. On the one hand, it made the user interface much more
intuitive. On the other hand, it increased the complexity and
thereby increased the potential for user confusion and the chal-
lenge of user interface design because it relaxed many of the
design constraints that previously existed. No longer could one
layout a series of display frames in advance and be confident
of all the actions a user could do next. No longer was one re-
stricted to blinking and inverse video as text coding dimensions.
The envelope of possibilities, manifest in multiple windows and
applications, each with its own icons, menus, and widgets, sel-
dom could be fully understood. Once again, the technological
capabilities were outstripping the ability of the HCI community
to accommodate user requirements.

Iterative System Development

It was during this time also that the industrial world was
beginning to recognize the limitations of the waterfall system
development or product development process and began exper-
imenting with a more spiral process in which you build-a-little-
test-a-little. This iterative approach had great appeal to software
interface developers because it was much easier in software
to develop prototypes that represented successive approxima-
tions to a final design. Furthermore, it created opportunities for
the HCI and user communities to evaluate and critique designs
in the formative stages before they were cast in stone. As early
as 1986, Marilyn Mantei described how to incorporate typical
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HCI methods into the software life cycle processes of the time
(see Mantei & Teorey, 1989). John Carroll (1997) attributes the
fundamental idea of iterative cycles of prototyping and design
to the industrial designer Henry Dreyfuss (1955). It was Fred
Brooks (1975), referring to software programs, who said, "Plan
to throw one away, you will anyhow" (p. 116).

Interface Builders

Once the interface had been disentangled from applications and
the technology of GUIs began to mature, there was interest in
simplifying the implementation of GUIs. In 1979-1985, Albert
Stevens, Bruce Roberts, and their colleagues at BBN together
with James Hollan at the Naval Personnel Research and Devel-
opment Center (NPRDC) built a prototype graphics-based sim-
ulation system for training Navy crewmen to operate a steam
propulsion plant (Stevens, Roberts, & Stead, 1983). The soft-
ware demonstrated many of the ideas later incorporated into
"Interface Builders," as they came to be called. It had a library of
widgets corresponding to components in a steam plant (valves,
turbines, pumps, gauges, switches, piping) that could be intro-
duced into a diagram by simply dragging them to the proper
location and dropping them in place, then adjusting their vi-
sual properties and connecting them to the underlying simula-
tion through a menu interface. As the simulation ran, the wid-
gets were automatically updated to reflect the changes in the
simulation (gauges moved, pipes showed animated flow) and
the user controlled the simulation by interacting with the wid-
gets using a mouse (opening and closing valves). Brad Myers
suggests that Stevens and Roberts' "Steamer" was possibly the
first object-oriented graphics system (Myers, 1998). In 1981,
Austin Henderson built Trillium (Henderson, 1986), which he
referred to as a user interface design environment, building on
and greatly extending the Steamer work. The real power of this
approach became evident when the Macintosh was introduced.
The Macintosh incorporated widgets directly on a computer
chip, which allowed Apple to control their use by constraining
software developers to use a well-defined and limited set. In
addition, the Macintosh developer tools included a Resource
Editor that further simplified the interface development task.
Widgetson-a-chip and the Resource Editor, together with care-
fully constructed guidelines for developers, were very success-
ful in ensuring that each new application, particularly applica-
tions developed by a third party, would retain the look and feel
intended by Apple's design staff. Users benefited because the
Macintosh developer tools enforced a consistent look and feel
across applications.

Donald A. Norman

Don Norman has identified with the field of HCI at least since
1981 when he authored an irreverent paper criticizing the UNIX
interface (Norman, 198la). Having first been a leader in the
field of human information processing, then in cognitive sci-
ence, at the University of California, San Diego, he brought to
the applied world in general and the HCI world in particular a
profound knowledge of the relevant cognitive psychology and

behavioral science. The book he co-edited with Stephen Draper
and contributed to in 1986 on "User-Centered System Design"
focused specifically on HCI and set the tone for how behavioral
science could impact HCI. In it, he used the term Cognitive
Engineering, a term that, in the author's opinion, he coined
(Norman, 1981b). He spoke of the Gulf of Execution and the
Gulf of Evaluation, referring to the gulf between human goals
and the physical interfaces through which humans must com-
municate with technology:

The user of the systems starts off with goals expressed in psychological
terms. The system, however, presents its current state in physical terms.
Goals and system state differ significantly in form and content, creating
the Gulfs that need to be bridged if the system can be used. The Gulfs can
be bridged by starting in either direction. The designer can bridge the
Gulfs by starting at the system side and moving closer to the person by
constructing the input and output characteristics of the interface so as to
make better matches to the psychological needs of the user. The user can
bridge the Gulfs by creating plans, action sequences and interpretations
that move the normal description of the goals and intentions closer to
the description required by the physical system. (Norman & Draper,
1986, pp. 38-39)

Over the next several years, he became more committed to
working on applied problems that could be informed by cog-
nitive science. He worked on understanding typewriting skill.
He undertook a deep analysis of human error and his landmark
book, The Psychology of Everyday Things, later renamed The
Design of Everyday Things (Norman, 1988), sensitized the pub-
lic to the way people think and its implications for design. In
1993, he placed a foot solidly in the applied camp when he
joined Apple Computer, Inc., and since then has been a consis-
tent advocate for better HCI educational preparation for work
in industry and better understanding of what cognitive science
has to contribute to design.

Human-Computer Interaction as a Professional Field

It was during this period that specialists began to speak of a pro-
fessional field of usability and HCI. The first textbook, (Shnei-
derman, 1980) was published, to be followed by many others,
for example, Foley and Van Dam (1982) and Smith and Green
(1980). In 1978, Ramsay and Attwood published a landmark
bibliography abstracting the existing publications in the then
nascent field (Ramsey & Atwood, 1979). Gary Perlman deserves
credit for initiating a still more extensive bibliography project in
1988 that is now the primary reference source for HCI materials
(Perlman, 2001).

Brian Shackel, quoting Brian Gaines, attributes the first HCI
conference to the International Conference on Man-Machine
Systems in 1969 at Cambridge, England, Shackel (1997), but
that event was really a human systems conference at which
HCI was highlighted. In 1981, the Association for Computing
Machinery (ACM) Special Interest Group on Social and Behav-
ioral Computing (SIGSOC) held a conference in Ann Arbor, MI,
entitled, "Conference on Easier and More Productive Use of
Computing." The first general conference devoted to HCI was
held in Gaithersburg, MD, in 1982 and at that meeting it was
announced that SICSOC would change its name to the Special
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Interest Group on Computer-Human Interaction (ACM SIGCHI;
http://www.acm.org/sigchi/). It was officially founded later that
year (Borman, 1996). The series of CHI conferences officially
began in 1983. The first international conference, IFIP Interact
'84, was held in London. The annual SIGCHI Conference and
the biannual INTERACT Conference remain the premiere HCI
forms in the field.

The International Journal of Man-Machine Systems,
founded in 1968, began publishing articles concerned with HCI
in the 1970s and 1980s, and changed its name to International
Journal of Human-Computer Studies in 1994. It was followed
soon after by Behaviour and Information Technology in 1982,
Human-Computer Interaction in 1985, International Jour-
nal of Human-Computer Interaction, and Interacting with
Computers in 1989.

Usability Testing

Usability testing, as a part of the research on interactive tech-
nologies, was already going on in laboratories around the world,
but it was during this period that the first application usability
testing was initiated. IBM established formal usability labs.
Considerable formative testing and evaluation went into the de-
velopment of the Xerox Star Workstation (Bewley et al., 1983).
In 1978, the Social Security Administration was undertaking a
serious design exercise focused on the "Future Process," a major
software development that was to replace Social Security hard-
ware and software with a distributed interactive system that
provided for source data entry and retrieval in Social Security
Offices around the country. BBN set up a usability laboratory
at Social Security headquarters in Baltimore in support of this
project. In the course of the work, prototype interface designs
were developed on Xerox Altos4 and more than 60 Social
Security Claims Representatives from around the country spent
a week at headquarters participating as users in alternative
design evaluations. A year later, management of Social Security
changed and plans for the Future Process were abandoned. It
took at least another 5 years before Social Security began the
serious implementation of large-scale interactive systems in the
field.

Naturalistic Observation and Ethnography

Converging forces derived from perceived limitations of cog-
nitive task analysis based on interviews, and laboratory experi-
mentation with alternative interface designs, led to new empha-
sis on field, naturalistic observation and contextual research as
a means for better understanding the user, and the environment
in which work is accomplished. John Whiteside led this move-
ment, deriving his arguments from the philosophy of Heidegger
(1962) (Whiteside, Bennett, & Holtzblatt, 1988). The argument
was that truly useful applications depended on understanding
in depth the social and environmental context in which the
software would be used, and for that purpose there was no

substitute for extensive in situ observation in the workplace. At
about the same time, anthropologists and ethnographers whose
specific expertise is in just this kind of field observation, albeit
normally in more culturally remote field sites, also began sup-
porting HCI requirements analysis. Suchman (1987) specifically
refers to situated action, suggesting that activity is goal driven
and is tied to the current knowledge state of the individual as
well as the task-specific state of the workplace. It is now quite
common to find anthropologists or ethnographers working side
by side with HCI designers.

1989–1999

State-of-the-Art

The scene now shifts to the period that we can expect to be fa-
miliar to most readers. Without a doubt, this should be character-
ized as the era of the Internet. Although much of the preparation
occurred earlier, it was in the 1990s that its major impact began
to be felt. The complete timeline is documented by The Hobbes'
Internet Timeline (Zakon, 2001). Only a few relevant highlights
are presented here. Packet-switching technology was first intro-
duced in 1969 with the building of the ARPANET by the ARPA.
The TCP/IP protocol was adopted as the standard protocol
for network transmissions in 1982. The first long-haul network
e-mail was sent over the ARPANET in 1972 by Ray Tomlinson, a
colleague of the author at BBN. The introduction of a Domain
Name System, a common address space that eliminated the need
to know the IP address of the recipient, took place in 1984. The
NSFnet was created in 1984 to link the five major supercomputer
centers that were created by the National Science Foundation,
and this network became a national backbone to which other
networks soon linked. At this point it could really be called an
Internet.

In 1999, Tim Berners-Lee, a researcher at CERN, the
European Organization for Nuclear Physics Research in France,
first described the idea for a hypertext/hypermedia information
management system that would be available at CERN for the
management of myriad documents to communicate, share infor-
mation, and share software across groups (Berners-Lee, 1989).
It had to work across platforms. It had to move documents
across networks. It needed a scheme for identifying local and
remote documents (evolved into Uniform Resource Locators,
(URLs)) and required a formatting language (Hypertext
Markup Language, (HTML)) (Wilson, 1999). Berners-Lee imag-
ined being able to summarize and analyze data across these very
large hypertext distributed databases. He initially referred to the
concept as Mesh, but changed the name to World Wide Web
when he began to implement it. Quickly, there was a flurry of
browser developments, but MOSAIC, the internet information
browser and www client created by the University of Illinios
National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA) in
1993 quickly became the dominant technology (NCSA, 2000).
Marc Andreessen and some colleagues left the University of
Illinois and founded Netscape, thus privatizing the technology

4Special arrangements were made with the Xerox Corporation to lease Altos, because none were ever made available for sale.
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developed at NCSA. Subsequently, the technology was licensed
by many others wishing to get into the Internet game. The NCSA
technology provided the foundation for Microsoft's Internet Ex-
plorer as well (NCSA, 2000).

There is no need to document here the impact the Internet
has had on the business, commercial, and educational worlds.
However, the jury may still be out on whether e-commerce
will be the major economic force that was once forecast. The
major strengths of the technology—(1) near-universal access,
(2) relative ease of locating unique data, and (3) data that
may need to be backed up, but never replicated—must be bal-
anced against continuing concerns about privacy, security, and
impersonalization.

Web Usability

Of course the advent of the Internet and the World Wide Web
substantially changed the HCI game again, just when its spe-
cialists were beginning to think they had a handle on things.
Those inexperienced users who first explored the web via an
HTML hypertext browser were wildly enthusiastic. Military of-
ficers asked why all software couldn't be this easy to use? It
truly reduced the task to point, click, and fill in the blanks. But,
contrary to early popular belief, it soon became clear that it
was rather easy to get lost in myriad hypertext layers and not
realize how you reached that point. The sources of information
were so vast that it became difficult to know how to reach a
site of particular interest, giving birth to search engines, his-
tory lists, and bookmarks. In the drive to make economical use
of page space, too many things were (and still are) presented
on a single page, making it difficult to find and review mate-
rial of interest. Efficiency of information retrieval (now often
referred to as the quality of service) depended on the capacity
of the user's computer, the capacity of the modem in use, the
capacity of network communication links accessed, the load on
the network and the complexity of the retrieval request and
graphics of the to-be-downloaded page. User-system response
time became an issue all over again.

Thus, design of web pages and the architecture of web sites
has become a major occupation for specialists drawn from the
technical writing community, the industrial design community,
the advertising community, not to mention the usability and HCI
communities.

The 1990s also signaled the mushrooming growth of interest
and activity in HCI in general. The man on the street began to
complain about how difficult it was to program a videorecorder
(Business Week, 1991). Usability and ease of learning claims
were found in advertisements. In some organizations, usability
became an informal, but important product requirement. Other
major software companies such as Oracle and Fidelity formally
incorporated usability requirements into their product develop-
ment process and created such positions as Vice President, User
Interface Design, and Senior Director, Advanced User Interfaces.
Promising dot-corns with extensive venture capital created an
insatiable market for web pages. A small proportion of these
companies actually became concerned about the usability of
their pages.

Speech Technology

Speech has been a proverbial interface medium since first en-
visioned by Licklider in 1961. Unfortunately, the technology
to support it only began to reach maturity in the late 1990s.
The first serious research support of speech understanding was
sponsored by AREA in 1971. It brought together speech recogni-
tion and language specialists as a result of the insight that speech
recognition was not going to advance without incorporating in-
formation derived from syntax and semantics. Limited progress
was made, and after 3 years, ARPA discontinued financing be-
cause their management believed there was little real hope that
it could ever be accomplished in real time. Serious DARPA re-
search funding resumed in 1984, largely after the promise of
Hidden Markoff Models (HMMs) for this application was identi-
fied (Baker, 1979). By 1987, virtually all the research was focused
on the application of HMMs. It was only in the 1990s that the
confluence of improved processor speeds and more efficient
HMM pattern matching algorithms led to feasible, software-only
(no requirement for special purpose hardware), real time, con-
tinuous, speaker independent, large vocabulary recognition on
personal computers.

The first successful application of a speech recognition in-
terface was by the United Parcel Service in the 1980s for hands-
free package sorting, and at that time required speaking isolated
words (digits). It was the 1990s breakthroughs that have opened
the gates to more widespread application, and even today cost-
effectiveness is limited to special domains, such as telephone
call directors and information services.

Cost-Justifying Usability

Marketing the need for usability requirements has become an
important part of the HCI job, and in the late 1980s, there was
increased attention to the cost-effectiveness justification for in-
cluding usability as an integral part of design cycle. The idea
was first proposed in Mantei and Teorey (1988) and is well doc-
umented in Bias and Mayhew (1994). It can now be argued,
sometimes quite convincingly, that attention to usability can
result in significant cost savings. A frequently cited example
is Project Ernestine, in which a GOMS model predicted that a
new telephone toll assistance operator console the company
was considering buying from an independent vendor would ac-
tually cost the company $2 million per year more to operate
than the one it was replacing. This argument convinced the
client not to purchase it. Subsequent user testing verified these
results (Gray, John, & Attwood, 1993). One lesson learned from
the early efforts to calculate cost benefits is the importance of
documenting the usability and effectiveness of an application in
its original form and as development progresses so that savings
can be attributed to the changes.

Continued Professional Development

There was a flurry of new textbooks—Dix, Finlay, Abowd, and
Beale (1993), Hix & Hartson (1993), Mayhew (1992), Preece
et al. (1994), and Shneiderman (1992)—perhaps the most
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influential being Jacob Nielsen's (Nielsen, 1993), Neilsen was
a pioneer in advocating discount usability methods, by which
he meant shortcuts from the more formal (and costly) usability
testing designs derived from experimental psychology. There
was some research underway at the time to support his recom-
mendations. Methods he advocated include:

1. Prototypes on paper or in simple prototyping environments
that only follow a single scenario thread at a time and allow
for rapid revision and re-evaluation.

2. Simplified thinking aloud based on notes taken at the time of
a user's walkthrough rather than detailed protocol analysis
of videotaped sessions.

3. Heuristic evaluation that involves experts exercising the soft-
ware and applying a limited set of broad user guidelines or
heuristics to identify usability problems (Neilsen, 1993).

He made an important contribution by quantifying the results
of heuristic evaluations in terms of the number of problems
found as a function of the number of evaluators and, for actual
usability tests, the recommended number of users required to
achieve a given level of confidence in the results (Nielsen, 1993).
While Nielsen did not directly advocate it, another useful tech-
nique championed during this period was the cognitive walkth-
rough, which is similar to Nielsen's heuristic evaluation (Lewis,
Poison, & Rieman, 1991). In a cognitive walkthrough, the inves-
tigator steps through one or more typical tasks for which the
interface would be used. At each step, the analysts ask whether,
from the perspective of how the user thinks about it, the task
is being supported. The current status of these approaches and
others is presented and elaborated in other chapters of this
handbook.

Computer-Supported Cooperative Work

When the ARPANET was first conceived, the motivation that
sold the program was the idea that university scientists would
be able, via the computer network, to transfer files back and
forth and to collaborate at a distance. This was a part of Bush and
Licklider's original vision that was carried forward by Englebart,
Nelson, and a host of others. It came as a complete surprise that
e-mail was the first widely accepted application of the ARPANET;
however, it certainly supported the use of a computer net-
work for collaboration independent of geography and identity
(Hafner & Lyon, 1996).

Computer-to-computer communication on a packet-
switched network began with the first ARPANET connections
in 1969. The TELENET protocol was created soon thereafter
and was widely used by specialists in the field to interconnect
machines. The first e-mail on a packet-switched network was
sent in 1971, and the first person-to-person real-time chat over
a long-haul network took place in 1972 (Zacon, 2001). Files
were exchanged with difficulty initially, but then more easily
through the FTP protocol. However, it has only been with the
introduction of e-mail attachments that file transfers have been
widely accessible to the public.

Video teleconferencing, desktop video, even use of the tele-
phone, should legitimately be considered under the aegis of
computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW), but their dis-
cussion is beyond the scope of this chapter.

There were two software threads that could legitimately
be called groupware: Lotus Notes Domino and GroupSystems.
Lotus Notes originally supported mainly asynchronous collab-
oration. The original concept for notes was developed at the
University of Illinois in the Computer-based Education Research
Laboratory, in 1976 then called Plato Notes and later Plato Group
Notes, and was used strictly for intragroup communication. The
first commercial release of Lotus Notes was in 1989 and was the
product of Ray Ozzie and his colleagues, several of whom had a
history that included the Plato group. It included online discus-
sion, e-mail, phone books, and document databases (Mathers,
2001). At first it was sold as an internal collaboration prod-
uct, but as the Internet emerged, Notes quickly adapted to the
broader application and has been widely successful. Lotus Notes
has not won any awards for usability. Its success is a function
of the extent to which it satisfies a corporate need, regardless
of its ease of use. (See http://www.iarchitect.com/mtarget.htm
for an extensive list of specific interface problems.)

At about the same time, Skip Ellis at Microelectronics and
Computer Technology Corporation and Jay Nunamaker and
his colleagues, working at the University of Arizona, were
building and experimenting with synchronous face-to-face col-
laborative meeting room computer support for large group
meetings. This work built on earlier efforts of Joyner and
Tunstall (1970) and others (Kraemer & King, 1986; Jessup &
Valacich, 1993). Nunamaker's developments achieved a criti-
cal mass in 1989 with the incorporation of the Ventana Corp.,
a company that offers the product, GroupSystems, initially to
support collaborative decision making in a single meeting room
setting, but now broadened to include remote collaboration
(Nunamaker, Dennis, Valacich, Vogel, & George, 1991; Ventana,
2001).

Remote collaboration, which may still be regarded as a devel-
oping technology, creates a whole new set of HCI challenges.
Productive work requires embedding the collaborators in the
same context and minimizing the time spent in facilitating the
communication itself (Are we on the same page? Who just wrote
that? Who is controlling the pointer now?), as contrasted with
accomplishing useful communication. Making turn-taking trans-
parent and easily understood, and striving to capture the rich-
ness of face-to-face communication are challenges that continue
to be addressed (Olson et al., 1993).

1999 AND BEYOND

State-of-the-Art

We appear to be heading into the much heralded epoch of ubiq-
uitous computing. Mark Weiser, of PARC, who died in 1999 at
the age of 46, coined the term, championed the vision, and led
serious development efforts toward this goal. He said,
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For thirty years most interface design, and most computer design, has
been headed down the path of the "dramatic" machine. Its highest ideal
is to make a computer so exciting, so wonderful, so interesting, that we
never want to be without it. A less-traveled path I call the "invisible"; its
highest ideal is to make a computer so imbedded, so fitting, so natural,
that we use it without even thinking about it. (I have also called this
notion "Ubiquitous Computing") (Weiser, 1996)

The PARC developments were focused on ubiquitous com-
puting in an office, including seamless connections among
wearable, "deskable" and wall-mounted computers (Weiser,
1993). There is a natural extension to the consumer world in
which more and more of our products actually contain com-
puter chips. Donald Norman has gone so far as to predict
transparently supplemented hearing, sight, memory, and rea-
soning via computer(s) implanted under the skin (Norman,
200 la).

The enabling technologies to accomplish much of this are
already available. Many of them are listed in Table I.1. The three
things that are missing are the multiindustry cooperation, the
systems engineering required to make them all work together
seamlessly, and, most importantly, from the point of view of
this chapter, the human factors knowledge and experience to
understand just what it would mean for them to be transparent
to the human user. Research is still needed to further interpret
this concept.

TABLE 1.1. Technologies That Are Impacting
Current and Future HCI Developments

Technologies

Global positioning systems (GPSs)
Personal digital assistants (PDAs)
Cellular telephones
Wireless application protocol (WAP)
Bluetooth short-range radio links
Miniature digital television cameras
Liveboards
Wearable computers

Note. HCI = human-computer interface.

Human-Computer Interaction Challenges
and Ubiquitous Computing

On the one hand, we want to bury the complexity, but on the
other, the users want to have control of the devices with which
they are interacting. In the case of the automobile, the com-
puter engine controls of today are transparent because they
involve little or no modification of the existing controls. But,
as our products become more sophisticated, for example, auto
navigation computers and cruise and headway control sensors
and computers, there will surely be additional controls. Perhaps
an even better example, highlighted in a cogent critique by
Donald Norman, is how to make home theater transparent to
the user (Norman, 200Ib). These two dimensions of future sys-
tems, level of sophistication and control, cannot be indepen-
dently manipulated.

An important feature of such transparency is context sensitiv-
ity. Specialists already recognize that one of the keys to success-
ful, natural, human interaction is detecting and accommodating
the context in which the user is operating. A very significant
part of that context is to know or be able to infer the user's
intent. The GPS systems give us the location context. Clever
system design can support some level of intent inferencing.
Speech recognition has the potential to support more. Never-
theless, one of the challenges of the next several years will be
to improve our methods and techniques for intent inferencing.

Portability goes hand in hand with small size. Even if the tech-
nical issues associated with seamless and timely downloading
of megabits of information into pocket-sized devices are solved,
an additional significant challenge is to understand how, indeed
even whether, it is possible to provide, in the size of handheld
devices, all the information management, display, and manipula-
tion capabilities that a user would like to have. There is general
agreement that the Apple Newton and the Palm Pilot have done
an excellent job with the basic capabilities they provide, but
the potential sophistication of such devices has not begun to
be realized, and it is not clear that Palm's solutions will scale
to these new requirements. We can expect to be overwhelmed
with information and that it will be available to us anywhere via
mobile connectivity. There is more work to be done to decide
where to draw the line, in the range from wearable devices to
liveboards; to decide what to make available in different scale
devices (who wants to read a lengthy e-mail or order a new
computer on their personal data unit?), and just how much of
it should be available on mobile devices.

Interacting through speech has been the holy grail for many
years. We can expect continued improvement in the perfor-
mance of speech recognition systems and the naturalness of
text-to-speech systems. However, making these systems more
widely useful requires more than improved technology. Most
specialists now realize that human-to-human communication is
imperfect and is facilitated by a very wide range of sources of
contextual cues that will need to be mimicked and interpreted in
some way to make human-to-computer communication as facile.

In 2001, the final version of Section 508 of the Rehabilitation
Act was approved, requiring equal access for disabled persons
to electronic and information technology provided to federal
employees and for public access to federal electronic and infor-
mation technology. This requirement, although acknowledged
for a number of years, is now the law. It represents significant
challenges for HCI developers, but such efforts should be
broadly rewarding. (See chapters 25 and 26 in this handbook.)
The fact is that making information accessible to many types of
disabled persons usually also enhances its accessibility for the
rest of us. Alphonse Chapanis once noted that, when he revised
some insurance regulations so that they met the standards for
eighth grade readability, college graduates found them more
accessible as well.

New Methodologies

As the scope and sophistication of digital systems become
ubiquitous, the pressure for improved HCI methodologies will
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continue to increase. On the design side, specialists and funding
organizations have long sought the ultimate design methodol-
ogy that would provide seamless integration of the elements
of product usability into a single design support tool. Such a
tool would include means for documenting the results of cogni-
tive task analyses and naturalistic observation at the time they
were collected. The analysis would directly support the gener-
ation of representative scenarios of use that, in turn, provide
the data for user system requirement specification and system
architecture design. The scenarios and requirements then could
be converted easily into quantitative models that will be useful
for evaluating alternative design concepts. Prototyping tools for
formative evaluation by experts and by potential users would
build from the scenarios and models, and make multiple levels
of prototyping detail realizable as the design matures. In this ide-
alized methodology, the models developed along the way would
continue to be available for support of further exploration and
evaluation of detailed design alternatives. The final results of the
prototyping studies would be directly convertible into efficient
application code.

On the usability evaluation side, the scenarios and proto-
types would be readily converted into a simulation that would
support human-in-the-loop studies of the effectiveness of the
resultant designs. The tools would include online performance
measures, fully indexed digital video recording, and spoken

interaction automatically synchronized into a single visualiza-
tion and analysis package for summary and reporting.

The Last Word

Over the last four decades, the profession of HCI has emerged.
Although it began with relatively mundane human factors
questions about the format and layout of programs and data,
what has emerged is a collection of activities that can be re-
garded as central to the society of the 21st century. We are
the gatekeepers to ensure that the technological capabilities
that are thrust on us will be manageable and responsive to hu-
man requirements. This responsibility does not rest with social
planners, sociologists, or politicians. It rests with us because
we have the opportunity to design the interfaces that translate
that technology into tools and products that are useful, usable,
meaningful, accessible, rewarding, and fun.
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